All choreography will be learned the morning of.

9:00am Registration at Apache Belles studio will begin. Apache Belles studio is #38 on our enclosed campus map. Enter through doors on Palmer St.

9:15am Stretch and Body Warm Up.

9:30am We will divide between Apache Belles studio, Bandhall and Gentry Gym. During this time, we will learn half-time choreography.

11:40am We will meet in Gentry Gym and run half-time together. We will move outside to the field if needed.

Noon All will be dismissed in Belles Studio. (Informational meeting on auditioning for Touch of Gold will be held in the bandhall.)

3:30pm Arrive at CHRISTUS Trinity Mother Frances Rose Stadium and begin stretching.

4:00pm Rehearse with the Apache Band

4:30pm Meal Provided with the Apache Band

6:00pm Individual and group photos taken

6:20pm Rim March

6:30pm Pregame

7:00pm Kick-off

Half-Time Show Order – Apache Belles Kick, Touch of Gold GAME DAY Experience, Apache Band,

3rd Quarter We will return to the stands and from there your parents can pick you up or you can continue to sit in the stands.

*Our Game Days are long days full of hard work. Please bring additional snacks and water.*